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1 Introduction 

MULTIFAT is a simple, robust and easy-to-use tool to evaluate the fatigue-life of any stress-sequence defined 
in the time domain. 

The usage of MULTIFAT is illustrated in this User Guide. 

 

1.1 Different versions of MULTIFAT 

MULTIFAT is distributed to all those who want to sustain the MULTIFAT program with a subscription through 

the MULTIFAT page on Patreon: 

https://www.patreon.com/multifat 

 

Currently four profiles are proposed, in order that the User can choose the most suitable version of 

MULTIFAT. 

FATIGUE FRIEND: simplest version with linear elastic stress-sequence analyses and limited to 20 stress-

points. This is already more than enough for most of practical applications to calculate the fatigue-life on 

selected critical locations of a structural component. 

FATIGUE PASSIONATE: same as the FATIGUE FRIEND version but with the possibility in addition to 

perform the elastoplastic stress correction for low-cycle fatigue applications. 

FATIGUE EXPERT: same as the FATIGUE PASSIONATE version but with the possibility in addition to build 

stress-histories on several nodes by linear combinations of unitary fatigue load-cases. A unique set of material 

properties is applied. Limited to 200 stress-points and 200 nodes.   

FATIGUE PROFESSIONAL: For Professionals and Companies dealing with Fatigue analysis, MULTIFAT fully 

advanced version with all features and no limitations on the amount of input data. Multiple material properties 

can be applied to different nodes. Full level of support from MULTIFAT Team and possibility to establish 

professional collaboration. 

 

NOTE: Some features or functionalities of the software described in the following of this document are 

possibly applicable only to some of the different versions of MULTIFAT. 

 

 

  

https://www.patreon.com/multifat
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2 The multiaxial rainflow principle 

2.1 Generalities 

Let a stress time-history be defined by a closed tensor path in the stress space. 

A Multiaxial Rainflow extracts cycles in the form: 

a,k the stress-amplitude of the kth cycle 

m,k the mean stress of the kth cycle 

 

Figure 1: General principle of Multiaxial Rainflow  

 

For each extracted cycle Ck defined by a,k and m,k its fatigue life Nk and thus its damage Dk = 1/Nk can be 

calculated. 

Then a damage cumulation law is used in order to get the total damage. Typically, the linear Palmgren-Miner 

summation applies: 

D = k Dk         (2.1) 

Finally the corresponding fatigue life in terms of repetitions of the periodic sequence is: 

N = 1 / D         (2.2) 

 

REMARK 

For a given input stress-sequence defined via a stress tensor time-history, MULTIFAT reorders the sequence 

starting from the point with highest stress-parameter (ex. Von Mises) and then closes the sequence by 

adding the first stress-point at the end. This is coherent with the principle illustrated in the Theory Manual 

[Ref 1]. 
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2.2 Definitions for a stress-cycle 

 

Figure 2: Stress cycle 

 

max    Maximal stress     (2.3) 

min    Minimal stress     (2.4) 

R = min /max   Stress ratio     (2.5) 

= max -min  Stress range     (2.6) 

a/ 2   Stress amplitude    (2.7) 

m= (max +min) / 2 Mean stress     (2.8) 
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3 Types of analysis available in MULTIFAT 

Two types of analysis are available in MULTIFAT: 

 

 Stress sequence 

A single sequence of stress-tensor values is given as input, as in a time history analysis. MULTIFAT calculates 

its fatigue damage and thus the life repeats until failure. 

  

 Stress linear combination 

The following sets of data are given as input: 

- The stress tensor k,ij(t, N) for a certain number of Unit Fatigue Load Cases (UFLC) and for a given set of 

nodes 

- A sequence of coefficients ck(t) representing the linear combination to be applied for all the kth of the NLC 

Load Cases at each instant on the same UFLC 

- A constant offset-stress ij
0(N) for each node 

- Two scalar scaling-parameters A, B 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

N.B. Here and in the whole document, the term “node” is used in a wide sense, referring to a calculation-
point where the stress is known and the fatigue analysis is performed, and not necessarily related to the 
node of a finite element model 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The stress at a node “N” and at the instant “t” is then calculated as follows: 

σij(t, N) = A (σij
0(N) + B ∑ ck(t)σk,ij(N)

NLC

k=1

)  

where k represents the kth Load Case and NLC is the total number of Load Cases 

 

MULTIFAT calculates for each node the fatigue damage and thus the life repeats, of the so-defined stress . 

 

 

In the following, the commands that are specific for only one of the two types of analysis, are marked with 

the symbols 

 

or respectively 
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4 Input files in MULTIFAT 

4.1 Multifat files  

The following three files (“multifat files”) need to be in the same directory. This is not necessarily the same 

as the working directory. 

• multifat.exe Solver file provided by MULTIFAT Team (binary) 

• multifat.lic License file provided by MULTIFAT Team (binary) 

• multifat.inp Text file written by the User, defining the working directory and the name of the 

project (see Figure 4) 

 

Figure 3: multifat files 

 

The text file multifat.inp contains only the name of the working directory as well as the project name 

chosen by the user. It must be in the following format: 

 

Figure 4: multifat.inp file 

 

If the working directory is the same as the directory where MULTIFAT is run, the file multifat.inp can be 

simply in the following form 

 

Figure 5: multifat.inp file for work in a unique directory 
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4.2 Input files in the working directory 

In the working directory, in this example named D:\TEMP\Fatigue, the following files must be present: 

• NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp  

where NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT is the name defined by the User: “fatica” in the example of Figure 6. 

For the two different types of analysis the following specific input files are needed. 

 

 

• NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.sig  

This is the general stress input data file for a Stress sequence analysis: see § 9.1 

 

 

 

• NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.cmb  

• NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds 

These are the general stress input data files for a Stress linear combination analysis: see § 9.2 

 

Example of working directory is in the Figure 6: 

 

Figure 6: Working directory input files example 
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4.3 General input data 

The text file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp contains the basic data useful to perform the fatigue analysis. 

This file must be in the working directory. 

The Figure 7 illustrates the file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp. 

 

Figure 7: File NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp 

 

In the file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp, text lines are alternated with numeric inputs. The text lines do 

not have in principle to be modified by the User, and they serve only for remind about the input data that is 

just below. The meaning of all the inputs is described below. 

 

N.B. Some details in the text format can slightly change from version to version and with respect to the 

pictures illustrated here. This does not change at all the format and the meaning of the numerical User input 

data, which have impact on the subsequent fatigue analysis. 
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 fty, E, ftu , Atot% 

Coefficients defining the mechanical material properties useful to perform the elasto-plastic correction and 

the mean-stress correction. See more explanation in Section 5: The elasto-plastic correction. 

fty = yield stress 

E = Young’s modulus 

ftu = ultimate tensile stress 

Atotperc = total elongation at ftu, in % 

 Elasto-plastic correction 

An elasto-plastic correction is performed if this parameter is = 1 (see Section 5), not performed if it is = 0 

 Linearized Neuber (1) or Classical Neuber (2) 

If this parameter is = 1 a linearized version of Neuber’s method is applied, if = 2 the classical Neuber’s 

method is applied, see Section 5 

 Stress-path based correction performed (1) or not (0) 

Stress-path based improvement (see MULTIFAT Theory Manual [Ref 1]) of the rainflow counting is performed 

if this parameter is = 1, not performed if it is = 0 

 S-N curve Palmgren (1) or Weibull (2) 

If this parameter is = 1, the S-N curve is described in the form of Palmgren, if = 2 of Weibull, see Section 5. 

 Palmgren parameters 

 L1, p, C, EndLim 

The four Palmgren coefficients for describing the S-N curve, see § 7.1 

 Weibull parameters 

 sainf,sasup,alfaw,betaw 

The four Weibull coefficients for describing the S-N curve, see Section 5. 

 Goodman Exponent, Goodman Method, Static Max 

Goodman Exponent is the exponent used in the Mean Stress correction, see Section 8 

Goodman Method is the parameter that drives the Mean Stress correction for negative values of Sm, see 

Section 8 

Static Max is the static value used as SmMAX in the Mean Stress correction, see Section 8 

 Stress sequence (1) or Stress linear combination (2) 

If this parameter is = 1 MULTIFAT will perform an analysis of the type “Stress sequence”, if it is = 2 a “Stress 

linear combination”, see Section 3. 
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 Coefficients A, B for Stress linear combination 

These two parameters are used in case of Stress linear combination as illustrated in the § 9.2.2. 

 Write complete output for a specified node 

For an analysis of the type “Stress linear combination”, the output of the fatigue calculation is a summary 

on all the calculated nodes. Nevertheless, through this line, a specific node ID can be indicated, and for this 

node MULTIFAT will write a complete output data about all the extracted fatigue-cycles: see § 12.5 

 Analysis made with one material (1) or multiple materials (2) 

If this parameter is set = 1, all the fatigue calculations will be performed with the material properties written 

in the file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp itself (see here above), whereas if it set = 2, the calculation will be 

performed by using for each node the corresponding material, indicated by its ID in the file 

NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds (see § 9.2.1). 

 

 

NOTE: all the parameters described above have to be assigned in the .inp file even if they are not used: 
for example the Weibull parameters, even when the used form of the S-N curve is the Palmgren one. But if 
not used they can be of course written as dummy values, for example all zeroes as in Figure 8 below. 

 

Figure 8: Example of dummy parameters 
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5 The elasto-plastic correction 

When the input stress (see Section 9: The stress input-data) comes from a linear elastic stress-analysis in 

notches, MULTIFAT offers the possibility to estimate an elastic-plastic corrected stress. 

In the current MULTIFAT version, this is provided via a bilinear elasto-plasticity law and based on a Linear 

Kinematic Hardening model describing the cyclical stress-strain curve. 

 

Figure 9: Bilinear elasto-plastic law  

The elastic tangent modulus ET is calculated by MULTIFAT as: 

ET = (ftu - fty) / (u – Y)        (5.1) 

where 

Y = fty / E         (5.2) 

u = Atotperc / 100        (5.3) 

 

The material properties fty, E, ftu, Atotperc are given as input by the User (see § 4.3) and have the following 

meaning: 

fty = yield stress 

E = Young’s modulus 

ftu = ultimate tensile stress 

Atotperc = total elongation at ftu, in % 

 

The material law is then coupled with the elasto-plastic correction as illustrated in the [Ref 1], in order to 

calculate the corrected elasto-plastic stress. Two possibilities are given to the User (see [Ref 1]): 

 Linearized Neuber Law 

This is selected by putting = 1 the corresponding parameter NeuberLinear1_Neuber2, see § 4.3 

 

 Classical Neuber Law 

This is selected by putting = 2 the corresponding parameter NeuberLinear1_Neuber2, see § 4.3 

 

 

ROADMAP: The Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain law is about to be implemented in MULTIFAT. 
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6 The stress-path based correction 

As illustrated in [Ref 1], MULTIFAT provides the option to correct the stress-amplitude of each half-cycle that 

is not exactly lying on a straight line in the stress space. 

In the current MULTIFAT version, this is obtained for a given half-cycle by considering the maximum sum of 

the two Von Mises stresses among all the segments defined by the two extrema and by any intermediate 

points used for the cycle construction. 

 

Figure 10: Stress-path correction 

As already shown at the paragraph 4.3, this correction is performed if the corresponding parameter in the 

NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp file is set = 1, not performed if it is set = 0, see Figure 11 here below. 

 

 

Figure 11: Parameter for stress-path correction 

 

The stress-path based correction implemented in the first versions of MULTIFAT appears relatively 

conservative. 

ROADMAP: Additional different types of stress-path corrections, chosable by the User, are about to be 

implemented in the incoming versions of MULTIFAT.  
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7 The S-N curve forms 

MULTIFAT offers different possibilities to describe the S-N curve data, which gives the number of cycles N in 

function of the stress-amplitude Sa of a cycle. 

 

Figure 12: S-N curve 

7.1 Palmgren equation 

The Palmgren equation uses four parameters to describe the S-N curve, in the following form 

Log10(N+C) = L1 + p Log10(S-E)       (7.1) 

or equivalently 

S = E + 10m[Log10(N+C)-L1]        (7.2) 

where 

m=1/p         (7.3) 

N is the number of cycles and S is the stress 

E is the endurance limit, assigned by the User in the NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp file 

L1, p and C are the Palmgren parameters, assigned by the User in the NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp file 

 

REMARK 

• For C=0 the equation corresponds to the Stromeyer form, used for example in MMPDS (Mil-Handbook) 

database 

• For C=0 and E=0 the equation corresponds to the Basquin form. 
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7.2 Weibull equation 

The Weibull equation uses four parameters to describe the S-N curve, in the following form 

L =  α (−ln
S−E

SU−E
)

1
β⁄
          (7.4) 

or equivalently 

S = E + (SU − E) e−(
L

α
)β

        (7.5) 

 

where 

 

N is the number of cycles and S is the stress 

 

E is the endurance limit, assigned by the User in the NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp file 

SU is the ultimate stress, assigned by the User in the NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp file 

and  are the Weibull parameters, assigned by the User in the NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp file 

 

The Weibull form is the one used for example in the HSB database 
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8 The mean-stress correction 

MULTIFAT uses the following generic form to perform the Mean Stress correction 

SaSm=0 =
Sa

1− (
Sm

SmMAX
)

n        (8.1) 

where SmMAX is the stress that determines the intersection with Sa=0, thus it is the value of mean stress at 

which the allowable Sa drops to 0, see Figure 13. 

Note that this value is intentionally left as specific input for the User, independently on the values of fty and 

ftu defined in the NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp file and used in the elasto-plastic correction 

In this way, the User has the freedom to apply the most suitable value for his analysis (ex. to apply a 

conservativism) 

Observe that : 

For n=1 and SmMAX = ftu, this corresponds to the Goodman correction 

For n=2 and SmMAX = ftu, this corresponds to the Gerber correction 

For n=1 and SmMAX = fty, this corresponds to the Soderberg correction 

 

Figure 13: Graphical representation of the mean-stress correction 

For negative values of Sm, MULTIFAT offers to the user a triple choice, driven by the parameter 
GoodmanMethod, see § 4.3, namely: 

 GoodmanMethod = 1 for Sm<0 the behavior is simply the prolongation of the one for Sm≥0, using 
the same equation (8.1) above. 

 GoodmanMethod = 2 for Sm<0 the behavior is constant, equal to the value for Sm=0 

 GoodmanMethod = 3 for Sm<0 the behavior is symmetric to the one for Sm≥0 

REMARKS 

The option GoodmanMethod = 2 (horizontal line for Sm<0) is the recommended one. 

The option GoodmanMethod = 1 is not recommended for n≠1 since it generates a behavior that appears 
physically not consistent, as shown in Figure 14. 

The Figure 15 below summarizes the different options, for the case of n=1. 
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Figure 14: Example of unreliable behavior for Sm<0 and n≠1  

 

 

Figure 15: Different types of mean-stress correction for Sm<0 

 

 

ROADMAP: The Walker correction is about to be implemented in a next release of MULTIFAT, as well as a 

piecewise linear correction 
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9 The stress input-data 

9.1 Input for Stress sequence analysis 

 

A text file named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.sig must be present in the working directory, see § 4.2. 

This file contains the stress-sequence in the format illustrated in the Figure 16, where the six stress-

components are defined. The data represents the stress time-history. 

The separator between stress values can be indifferently TAB, COMMA or SPACE, this does not change the 

subsequent MULTIFAT calculation 

 

Figure 16: Stress input data format in the .sig file 

For a uniaxial analysis, the User can enter the stress-tensor with the only XX non-zero component, 

setting to zero the other five. MULTIFAT in this case performs a classical Rainflow calculation on 

this component. 

 

Figure 17: Stress input data for uniaxial analysis 
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9.2 Input for Stress linear combination analysis 

 

9.2.1 Nodal stress input data 

The text file named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds contains the 6 components of the stress-tensor for 

each node and for each unit fatigue load case, in the following format. This file must be in the working 

directory. 

 

Figure 18: Nodal stress input data format in the .nds file 

 

NOTES 

 The sequence of nodes does not need to be sorted. MULTIFAT will recognize, select and regroup all the 

data concerning one given node 

 The Material ID for a given node must be the same for all the lines having the same Node id: if it is not 

like this, MULTIFAT will stop with error 

 The number of lines must be identical for each node: this corresponds to NLC + 1, where NLC is the 

number of Load Cases 

 For each node, the first line of stress values represents the constant offset-stress ij
0(N), see § 9.2.2. 
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REMARK: Since the separators between the input data can be anyone among TAB, COMMA or 

SPACE  (see as an example Figure 16), the numerical input can be easily copied and pasted for 

example from MS-Excel, as illustrated in Figure 19 without any need of reformatting the data. 

 

This applies generally to all the MULTIFAT data input files 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Input data manually copied from MS-Excel 
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9.2.2 Linear combination coefficients input data 

The text file named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.cmb contains the sequence of the stress history given in 

terms of coefficients that, for each line, define the linear combination to be applied to the Unit Fatigue Load 

Cases defined in the NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds file. This file too must be in the working directory. 

 

Figure 20: Linear combination coefficients data format in the .nds file 

The formula that gives for a given node N the stress at the instant “t” of the time-history is the following 

σij(t, N) = A (σij
0(N) + B ∑ ck(t)σk,ij(N)

NLC

k=1

)  

(9.1) 

 

where: 

- The stress tensor k,ij(t, N) for a certain number of Unit Fatigue Load Cases (UFLC) and for a given set of 

nodes: this is given in the file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds 

- A sequence of coefficients ck(t) representing the linear combination to be applied for all the kth of the NLC 

Load Cases at each instant on the same UFLC. These are given at the tth line and in the kth column of the 

file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.cmb 

- A constant offset-stress ij
0(N) for each node: this is given in the file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds 

- Two scalar scaling-parameters A, B 

- k represents the kth Load Case and NLC is the total number of Load Cases, i.e. the number of lines with 

the same node id, in the file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds 

 

MULTIFAT calculates for each node the fatigue damage and life. 
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10 The material input-data 

 

This kind of input applies only for “Stress linear combination analysis”. The Material ID for each calculated 

node is indicated in the second column of the NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds file, see § 9.2.1.  

In the file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.mtr the Material ID appears then together with all the data for this 

material: the meaning is illustrated in the Figure 21 here below.  

 

Figure 21: Nodal stress input data format in the .mtr file 

 

The parameters defining the material properties have the following meaning: 

1) MID  Material ID 

2) fty  yielding stress 

3) E  Young's modulus 

4) ftu  ultimate tensile stress 

5) A%  total elongation at ftu, in % 

6) SNid  S-N curve Palmgren (1) or Weibull (2) 

7) p1  S-N curve parameter : L1 for Palmgren, sainf for Weibull 

8) p2  S-N curve parameter : p for Palmgren,  sasup for Weibull 

9) p3  S-N curve parameter : C for Palmgren,  alfaw for Weibull 

10) p4  S-N curve parameter : EndLim for Palmgren, betaw for Weibull 

11) SMexp  Goodman exponent in the mean-stress correction 

12) SMid  Goodman method in the mean-stress correction 

13) SmMAX Static Max in the mean-stress correction 
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11 Run MULTIFAT 

The binary file multifat.exe can be run as command line from Windows Command Prompt or by double 

clicking the multifat.exe icon in Windows. 

 

Figure 22: MULTIFAT run 

In case of multifat.exe is run by double-clicking the Windows icon, then possibly some messages if any - like 

for example runtime errors information or unexpected stop - that would be printed at the screen if using the 

Windows Command Prompt, are written in a file named multifat.adv, as shown for example in Figure 23: 

 

Figure 23: Example of multifat.adv file 
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12 Output data 

12.1 Screen output 

A summary of some basic output information and data is given already when MULTIFAT is run from the 

Windows Command Prompt. 

Depending on the MULTIFAT version and type of analysis, the screen output can be different from what 

shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24: MULTIFAT screen output data example 

The same type of output data is written also to the file in the working directory: 

NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.sum. 

This output allows namely the User to check if the data given as input has been correctly read by MULTIFAT. 

 

Figure 25: Example of output file .sum 
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12.2 Output file .cyc for Stress sequence analysis 

 

A text file named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.cyc is written as output. Its columns of data for each of the 

generated cycles are: 

Column 1  m = mean stress of the cycle 

Column 2  a = stress-amplitude of the cycle 

Column 3  DMG = damage of the cycle. 

 

Figure 26: Output file .cyc for Stress sequence 
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12.3 Output file .sep for Stress sequence analysis 

 

For a Stress sequence analysis, if the elasto-plastic correction is performed, a text file named 

NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.sep is written as output. 

Its columns are the six stress-components calculated after performing the elasto-plastic correction. The 

stress components are given in the following order (same as the already illustrated file 

NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp): 

XX, YY, ZZ, XY, YZ, XZ 

 

Figure 27: Output file .sep for Stress sequence 
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12.4 Output file .ndd for Stress linear combination analysis 

 

For a Stress linear combination analysis sequence analysis, a text file named 

NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.ndd is written as output. Its columns of data for each of the generated cycles 

are: 

Column 1  Node id 

Column 2  m,MAXDMG = mean stress of the most damaging cycle for the node  

Column 2  a,MAXDMG = stress amplitude of the most damaging cycle for the node  

Column 3  DMG = total damage at the node 

Column 4  LIFE = fatigue life at the node in terms of repeats of the time history 

 
Figure 28: Output file .ndd for Stress linear combination 

 

12.5 Output files .cyc and .sep for Stress linear combination analysis 

 

The two text files named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.cyc and NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.sep already 

described at § 12.2 and 12.3 can be written as output also for Stress linear combination analysis, but only 

for one specified node. The ID of the node appears in the file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp as already 

shown in Figure 7 
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13 Specific User requests 

MULTIFAT can be easily adapted on demand to particular needs of a Customer in terms for example of input 

and output format, usage of proprietary fatigue-data or standards, … 

 

The MULTIFAT Team is glad to take into consideration all Users opinions and suggestions to make the Tool 

evolving 

Do not hesitate to contact us via the MULTIFAT website 

www.multiaxialfatigue.com 

 

MULTIFAT is also on YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVt4RaDmjH-QU-1ix22O0hg 

 

A heartfelt thanks to all those who want to support this project through our PATREON page 

This will allow us to keep MULTIFAT as a very low-cost tool 

https://www.patreon.com/multifat 

 

  

http://www.multiaxialfatigue.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVt4RaDmjH-QU-1ix22O0hg
https://www.patreon.com/multifat
https://www.patreon.com/multifat
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14 MULTIFAT versions tracking 

The first two digits of the version number indicate the year of release. 

 

 v21.01: current version 

 

 

 

 

15 References 

 MULTIFAT Theory Manual https://multiaxialfatigue.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/multifat_theory-5.pdf 

  

https://multiaxialfatigue.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/multifat_theory-5.pdf
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